PROJECT LOGIC

City of Jambi
Integrated Wastewater
Management in Sipin Lake
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
Jambi City’s participation to the Temasek Foundation Urban Resilience Programme (TFURP)
was inspired by the success of Singapore in implementing sustainable urban development
during urbanisation. Jambi City, like many other urban cities in the world, face challenges such
as transportation, air pollution, education, health, solid waste and wastewater issues. TFURP not
only helps Jambi City to identify the present challenges but also to be more equipped in solving
problems. Our project idea originated from the aspiration to promote Eco Tourism of Danau
Sipin by reducing water pollution. Through participation of the programme, the idea evolved to
focus more on sustainable water management of Sipin Lake. One immediate benefit of this
project would be the improvement of water quality in Sipin Lake, hence beneficial to the ecotourism and local economy.

CITY CONTEXT
Jambi City, the capital of Jambi Province, has an administrative area of 175.53 KM2 and a
population of about 720,000 inhabitants. The only raw water source for the community is the
Batanghari River, which divides the City into two parts, North and South. The population on the
North side is relatively homogeneous while the people on the South side are more
heterogeneous. Topography on the North side is mostly lowland or natural retention while the
south is more elevated. This condition impacts development which is more rapid in the
Southern part of Jambi City, which is the seat of the City and Province of Jambi. This
development pattern is consistent with the City’s land use plan, scattering the centers of
economic activity in the southern region of the City while the North is a cultural preservation
area.

A GLIMPSE OF DANAU SIPIN
Danau Sipin (Sipin Lake) is one of the old regions in Jambi City. It is one of potential tourism
spots in Jambi City. Lake Sipin area is located in Legok and Buluran Village of Telanaipura
District. It has a length of about 4,500 meters, an average width of about 300 meters and an
average depth of 2-6 meters. Sipin Lake has a strategic location in the center of Jambi City,
adequate infrastructure and land availability to be developed as a natural and artificial tourist
area. It also has a unique Malay culture around the area of Sipin Lake which is also surrounded
by Jambi Seberang Kota (across the river). Sipin Lake’s offer potential a beautiful natural
scenery with fairly calm water flow and a long lake which is circling Sipin’s island.
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Figure 1: Sipin Lake Map ©TribunJambi

In the last five year, Sipin Lake has been allocated by the Jambi City government as one of the
tourist destinations in Jambi City. The lake offers its natural views and biodiversity unique for
Jambi. However due to fish cage cultivation, the lake is now full of the fish cages, and serves
little for natural sightseeing. Due to the remoteness, the local community tend to have less
influence from and trust for outsiders.
Based on sample data provided by the Department of Environment, Sipin Lake and its 5
tributary rivers are in a polluted state, of which 70-80% is caused by wastewater from
households and the rest from garbage and overfeeding at a cage fish nursery. Because septic
tanks only accommodate fecal waste, gray water is discharged directly into water bodies,
causing great pollution and sediment accumulation in the river and lake. This is exacerbated
by the proliferation of street vendors who dump their used cooking oil and other waste into
water drainage. This condition has an impact on flooding in several river sections, diminishing
the health of surrounding communities and reducing the quality of raw water.
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Figure 2: Jambi and Sipin Lake

IDENTIFYING THE GROUND ISSUE
The main problems of the Lake Sipin Sub-area include annual flooding, the environmental
sanitation system not meeting technical standards, road less than 3 meters wide being
inaccessible for ambulances and fire engines, declining quality and damage to environmental
corridors especially in tourist areas (Land Acquisition and Resettlement Action Plan/LARAP,
2019).
The Jambi City government has designated Sipin Lake as a key tourist destination in Jambi
City in the last five years. The lake boasts the potential for unique Jambi biodiversity together
with its natural beauty. The lake, however, is now completely covered with fish cages as a result
of fish cage cultivation.
There are some issues published in LARAP, 2019 about the environmental issues in Sipin Lake,
namely lack of access to safe drinking water, inability to drain surface runoff, unsatisfactory
quality of drainage works because of soil condition, and sub-standard wastewater
management system and facilities.
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Figure 3: Existing Drainage Problem in Sipin Lake. (source: LARAP, 2019)
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CHAPTER 2 - PROPOSED PROJECT DESIGN
INTEGRATED AND SUSTAINABLE WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT
Wastewater management is crucial to an integrated water cycle. Good wastewater
management separates storm and wastewater to reduce stormwater discharge to sewers. It
further extends network asset life, improves water quality (as fewer spills to rivers from
combined sewer overflows), and reduces treatment costs and carbon emissions. There are
increasing opportunities to recycle and re-use water through sewage treatment. The Sipin Lake
wastewater management project will significantly improve the daily health and wellbeing of
the community, as well as increasing tourism income. Stakeholders are keen to act in
accordance with the proposed action plans to address water and sanitation in the
neighborhood. In the short term, Sipin lake will focus on maintaining wastewater and improving
sanitation with appropriate solid waste management for about 15 Sub-Districts. Integrated
wastewater management is chosen as the priority project with the following rationales •

Improvement of living condition

•

Improvement of the environmental quality

•

Optimalization other functions of Sipin Lake for tourism destination and economic
creative.

Figure 4: Applying Arup’s Design with Water Framework for the Integrated Wastewater Management System

VISION / IMPACT
In the long run, water in Sipin Lake will be clean again, enabling the lake to be a reservoir safe
to use, a destination joyful to relax, and an opportunity for business to prosper. The Government
departments and stakeholders in the community will have a shared understanding and
system of practices for key factors for the integrated water management in Sipin Lake.
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We are encouraging a ‘rethink’ at the feasibility study to consider factors that may affect the
successful implementation of program and action plan on integrated wastewater
management system in Sipin Lake. The project will contribute to the potential for sustainability
to be integrated upstream and be mainstreamed into the project design, including:
•

Operation and maintenance and will ensuring the invest in adequate
infrastructure (SDG 6)

•

Provide sanitation facilities and encourage hygiene. (SDG 6)

•

Protecting and restoring water-related ecosystems of the lake (SDG 10)

•

Develop the water monitoring will impact to water quality improvement that
create jobs and promote local tourism destination (SDG 12)

There are some proposed action plans for this project which relate with sustainable
development goal

Figure 5: Integrated Wastewater Management System Sipin Lake and SDG component.

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
During the development of a ‘project logic’ to address Jambi’s resilience challenges, TFURP
brought together local stakeholders with in-depth understanding of Sipin Lake issues to
brainstorm ideas. The program team obtained valuable input from the community for
finalising the project logic. The learning from the workshop was used to improve the project
design for improving access to clean water and sustainable management of wastewater in
Sipin Lake.
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Figure 6: Photo group of all participants in Workshop session

Common concerns raised by the stakeholders include:
•

In-depth analysis on the reasons of degradation of the ecosystem of Sipin Lake

•

Conservation and environmental rehabilitation plan

•

Infrastructure to manage wastewater and solid waste

•

Community awareness campaign for implementation

About 22 stakeholders joined the workshop, consisting of government institution (Spatial
Planning, Environment, Tourism Department, Public Works), District Representatives, NGOs and
academia. The agreed project outputs after the discussion are summarized in the following
section.

OUTPUT
The Resilience Approach responds to a demand for innovative approaches and tools that help
stakeholders and communities involved in the water cycle collaboratively build water
resilience in the Sipin Lake area. The resilience values are being captured in the Project Logic.
Developing the project logic can help demonstrate how different outputs or activities are able
to contribute to multiple outcomes; that can help demonstrate what activities are going to
have a higher resilience dividend.
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CHAPTER 3 - IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATORY
Municipality Department

Role

Local Planning Agency (BAPPEDA)

Coordinate the macro-level planning for Sipin
Lake

Department of Public Work and Spatial

Data collection, design, construction, and

Planning

maintenance

Environmental Department

Incorporated with Department of Public Work and
Spatial Planning on data collection and
assessment the field result then do Environmental
and health campaign together with Health
Department.

Department of Cleanliness, Parks, and

Execution of work plan (particular on the

Cemeteries

sanitation of open space and public realm)

Agency for Management of Regional

Managing finance and assets

Finance and Assets
Department of Tourism and Culture

Coordinating on macro-level plan with Local
Planning Agency (particular on tourism
intervention)

Department of Communities, Women’s

Identifying potential engagement in order to

Empowerment and Child Protection

improve equality and social security system

Districts Offices

Empowering communities in the District scale
and Land acquisition and resettlement

Sub-District Offices

Empowering communities in the Sub-District
scale

Non-Government Organization (NGO)

working in the social development sector, which
includes sanitation, Will support of Government
programs more responsive to the needs of the
people (include for partnership and supervisors,
public monitoring). They will help in organizing
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communities to influence Government programs
that affect them.
Academia

Involving for partnership and consulting activities
to identify arrangements for obtaining, compiling,
reviewing, and reporting the environmental and
sanitation management for better community
healthy.

Environmental/ Green peace

Facilitator to bridge the community inputs and

community

ensure community participation for providing
sustainable benefits to the people than is
possible in other set ups

Other local communities

Engage for support and participation in
community-based operational and maintenance

TIMELINE
Project Description

Expected Output

Activity Date

Feasibility study and

Data collection requirement.

2022

Water quality assessment

2022

Water infrastructure masterplan

2023

Action plan (short-term and long-term)

2023

Water infrastructure detailed engineering

2024

design for
Integrated
wastewater
management
system

design
Solid waste management operational plan

2024

(collection, transport and recycle)
Infrastructure
provision

Operational and maintenance guideline

2025

Sewerage pipeline network construction

2024-2026

Sewerage treatment plant construction

2024-2026

Water gate and trash rack installation

2024-2026

Communal solid waste transfer station

2023-2024

Provision of trash bin

2023
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Periodic dredging the sediment and debris

Annually

Remote sensing for water monitoring

2025

Community

Wastewater project orientation for local

2024-2025

awareness

community groups

campaign and
training

Consultation on the project‘s resettlement plan

2025

Community-based campaign and awareness

2023-2024

program on Reduce, Reuse and Recycle of
solid waste
Project steering committee development

2023 onwards

Annual participatory community monitoring

Annually since

meetings

project handover

INDICATIVE BUDGET
Project

Expected output

Indicative Budget

Description

IDR

Prepare

Water quality assessment

feasibility and

Wastewater

design for

masterplan

Integrated

Engineering Design

wastewater

Solid

management

masterplan

waste

infrastructure
and

USD

1

500,000,000

33,493

3,700,000,000

247,776

200,000,000

13,393

detailed

management

system
Infrastructure

Sewerage pipeline network.

62,600,000,000

4,192,101

Provision

Sewerage treatment plant.

1,400,000,000

93,818

Water gate and Trash rack

750,000,000

50,259

Communal solid waste transfer

600,000,000

40,208

400,000,000

26,805

32,200,000,000

2,157,818

1,500,000,000

100,525

station
Trash bin
Lake dredging/ (normalization)
Water quality monitoring

1

https://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=1&From=IDR&To=USD
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Community

Wastewater project orientation for

awareness

local community groups

campaign and

Consultation

training

resettlement plans and framework
(affected

on

project‘s

persons

599,000,000

40,143

540,000,000

36,189

from

wastewater and treatment plant
development)
Community-based
and

awareness

campaign
program

-

on

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle of solid
waste
Project

steering

committee

567,000,000

37,998

Annual participatory community

390,000,000

26,144

development
monitoring meetings

Figure 7: Jambi Presenting at World Cities Summit 2022

